CABLECASTING APPLICATION
Cable Caster

NAME: ___________________________________________________________________________________ GMATV MEMBER: [ Y ] [ N ]
ADDRESS:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
WORK PHONE: ________________________________________________ HOME PHONE:__________________________________________
DATE: __________________________________________________________ EMAIL:___________________________________________________
Program Details
TITLE: _________________________________________________________ LENGTH: _________________________________________________
(if more than one episode)
Episode 2: Length: ___________________________________________ Episode 3: Length: ______________________________________
Episode 4: Length: ___________________________________________ Episode 5: Length: ______________________________________
Episode 6: Length:____________________________________________ Episode 7: Length: ______________________________________
PRODUCER: ___________________________________________________ DISTRIBUTOR: __________________________________________
REQUESTED AIR DATE(s): _______________________________________________________________________________________________
DESCRIPTION: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

By signing below the cable caster specifically acknowledges and agrees to the following:
Green Mountain Access Television, Inc.
P.O. Box 581 Hyde Park, VT 05655

|
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|

|

Comcast Channel 15

GMATV@comcast.net

That he or she takes full responsibility for the content of the programming submitted to be cablecast, and
agrees to permit GMATV to provide his or her name and phone number as included on this application form
to viewers who wish to respond directly to views expressed in his or her program. That the following
material is prohibited:
1.) Material designed to promote the sale of commercial products or services.
2.) Commercial programming which in whole or in part depicts, demonstrates, or discusses products,
services, or businesses with the intent or substantial effect of benefiting or enhancing a profit-making
enterprise.
3.) The solicitation or appeal for funds or other things of value for any and all purposes.
4.) Advertising which endorses or opposes candidates for public office, that is also intended to be presented
as a paid political advertisement on other media.
5.) Programming which constitutes or promotes any lottery or gambling enterprise in a manner which is in
violation of any applicable local, state, or federal law.
6.) Material which is obscene as defined by applicable law.
7.) Material which constitutes libel, slander, invasion of privacy or publicity rights, unfair competition,
violation of trademark or copyright, or which might violate any local, state or federal law.
8.) Material which has a reasonable probability of creating an immediate danger of damage to property or
injury to persons.
That the programs meet minimum established technical standards described in this manual. That GMATV be permitted to
preview the entire presentation to verify compliance with minimum technical standards. That the applicant(s) agrees to
perform or allow the General Manager to perform, if necessary in the opinion of the General Manager, a video to video
transfer in order to correct any substandard video signal characteristics. Programs requiring corrective video transfers
will be scheduled in accordance with the production facility reservation procedures. Such corrective transfers will be
done for a fee of $15.00 per half hour of program length, not to include the cost of GMATV’s tape stock.
That the applicant(s) can demonstrate that all necessary rights and permissions have been granted for the production and
the presentation of the production, including but not limited to, voice, picture and performance releases on forms
acceptable to GMATV, and can further demonstrate that presentation of the program will not violate any copyright or
performance right or any other right of any person or entity.
No presentation over GMATV will be permitted if, in the opinion of the General Manager, one or more of these conditions
outlined have not been met. GMATV will maintain records of those programs not meeting these conditions. If the
conditions above have been satisfactorily fulfilled by a bona fide applicant, the pre-recorded material will be cablecast
over GMATV in accordance with established scheduling procedures. When a local group or individual requests cable
casting time for a non-locally produced program, the group or individual must produce an introduction and tag to the
program. The information contained in these introductions and tags must contain the name and contact information of
the local sponsor. A video program will be judged as meeting the minimum technical standards, provided it produces a
comprehensible retransmittable composite audio and video signal.‰ GMATV has available written definitive technical
standards. Any videotape not meeting these standards may be deemed unacceptable for cable casting by GMATV.
In general, community users may schedule their public access programs on a first-come, first-served basis for
presentation on public access channels. Consideration will be given to playback requests by first-time users.

X_________________________________________
Signature of Producer

____________________________________________________
Print Producer Name

[___] Please check this box if you are signing on behalf of a minor.

X_________________________________________
GMATV Rep. Signature

_________________________________________________________
Print GMATV Rep. Name & Title
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